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3.2. Walking audit 

3.2.1. Intent 

The Walking Audit is a tool that forms a crucial piece in the data collection process, enabling 

qualitative and quantitative aspects to be captured by cyclists along the proposed cycle network. This 

audit mainly focusses on three main aspects: 

• Baselining the network by identifying the ‘pain points and deal-breakers’ for walking 

• Testing the connectivity of the network 

• Using the data to arrive at the most feasible pilot route 

3.2.2. Audit design 

To design of the audit, we first referred to ITDP walking Audit checklist (2020), which was then further 

customised for Malleswaram’s context. The key components of the design include the following: 

• Arriving at the parameters for mapping  

• Capturing the experience of walking 

• Logic for looping of routes 

• Selection of time to conduct the audit 

• Forming the Audit Team 

a) Parameters for mapping and mode of data collection 

The map captures the quantitative aspects to include the facilitators and inhibitors. 

• Facilitators: These include those parameters that make a stretch of footpath conducive 

for walking like – street lights, dustbins, electric poles, bollards, signages, seating benches, 

green cover, accessible ramps, curb cuts, tactile paving 

• Inhibitors: These parameters predominantly include issues that make it difficult to walk 

like – construction debris, black spots, transformers, various kinds of encroachments, broken 

footpath, missing or uneven slab, unlit areas.  

 

Annexure III contains list of elements mapped during walking audit 

The data was collected using following tools: 

Field papers: The idea of using field papers was to do cognitive mapping onto a physical map, using 

a coding system that was developed for each inhibitor and facilitators. These maps would then be 

digitised using QGIS. Each group will submit two maps, one for junctions and one for the walking path 

as a part of their submission. Figure 38 shows one of the examples of field paper mapping by a 

participant during audit. 
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Google photos: Post activating their phone camera location settings, one participant per team was 

assigned to click photographs of inhibitors and facilitators along the route. This was then linked to the 

information mapped on Field Papers 

My maps: Maps were created for each route with start point and end point details which helped the 

participants navigate their way while mapping. These maps were emailed to each participant 

individually before commencing the audit. 

 

Figure 38: Field paper used during walking audit to map facilitators and inhibitors 

 

   

Figure 39: Participants while conducting the walking audit. 
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b) Experience survey 

The survey aimed to document the qualitative experiences of walking along the routes. It focussed on 

capturing participants perceptions of the following key aspects: 

• Comfort level of the route. 

• Ease of crossing junctions. 

• Aspects like openness, visibility, gender usage that give security along the route.  

• Aspects that add aesthetic value along the route. 

• Suggestions on improvement. 

Data collected through the survey was utilized towards finding a pilot route for implementation. 

Annexure IV contains experience survey form 

c) Looping of routes 

The routes were divided into two groups for ease of data collection as below: 

Group 1 

Conservancy lanes (CL) and junctions along the lane.  

CL 1: Parallel to Margosa Road, between 17th cross to 8th cross  

CL 2: Parallel to Sampige Road, between 18th cross to 13th cross  

CL 3: Set of 4 short conservancy lanes, between 6th Cross and 9th Cross  

CL 4: 19th cross conservancy lane  

 

Group 2 

Network of major roads, intermediate roads and minor roads. The extent of audit area is from 19th 

cross to 5th cross; 8th main to Sampige road.  

 

The looping was done in a way that an auditor gets an opportunity to walk through 2kms of various 

types of roads such as cross roads, Tender S.U.R.E roads, main roads and junctions along the route. 

These loops also included intersections transitioning across major roads, intermediate roads and 

minor roads. 

Annexure V contains route maps 

d) Timing  

As a part of the integrated walking network, 37 kms of footpaths and an additional 3.3 kms of 

conservancy lanes that cut across wards 35,45 and 65, were audited. The walking audit was done 

separately for morning non peak hours and evening peak hours. Looping logic for morning and 

evening routes remain the same.  

Morning Audit:  

20th Feb (Saturday), 7:00am -9:00am 

Distance covered: 19 km (2kms per team) 

Teams: 10 teams (2 participants each) 
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21st Feb (Sunday), 7:00am -9:00am 

Distance covered: 20 km 

Teams: 12 teams (2 participants each) 

 

Evening Audit: 

27th Feb (Saturday), 6:00pm - 8:00pm 

Distance covered: 17 km 

Teams: 10 teams (2 participants each) 

 

Evening peak hour scenario was created to capture lit vs unlit zones and experience of walking along 

with high traffic.10 routes were audited covering the entire network, each team had one person 

mapping issues on field paper and another person clicking photographs of these issues (with geo-

location on). 

 

In summary, all the footpaths and conservancy lanes were audited twice for morning and evening 

audit. 

e) Team profiling 

Team profiling of the participants were done age wise, such that each team has two participant per 

route, one who is below 30 years and another who is above 30 years. The grouping was done age 

wise so that it becomes easy to use the tools of data collection by the younger crowd and they can 

facilitate the other team member for using phone and apps during the audit.  

Annexure VI contains the team profiling and route allocation 

3.2.3. Approach to analysis 

The analysis of the network was done based on road typology (major road, intermediate road, minor 

road and Conservancy lanes). This typology was also used for network and fabric analysis as shown 

in the fig 3.  

As a first step various issues were grouped in 4 categories mentioned below. These categories were 

made based on the nature of issue. 

• Physical barriers- construction debris, black spots, transformers, various kinds of 

encroachments 

• Condition of footpath- broken or missing footpath, surface material 

• Junctions 

• Unlit zones 

 

3.2.4. Insights Found 

This section takes a deep dive into the observed issues based on road typology. Most of the data 

points were reported by the survey participants through field papers and geo-tagged Google photos. 
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The data collected can be viewed as an interactive map on the project website here: www.walkable-

malleswaram.in/post/walking-audit 

a) Assessing physical barriers across road types 

Physical barriers are attributed to 3 key issues: 

● Construction debris: 144 (nos) 

● Garbage spots: 134 (nos) 

● Encroachments: 65 (nos) 

 

These occurrences have been mapped as shown in the Figure 40 below: 

 

 

Figure 40: Map showing physical barriers 

Number of occurrences of construction debris, encroachments and garbage spots under physical 

barriers issue type were normalized per km across each road types, gave following inferences: 

Construction debris accumulation is a significant problem along the Conservancy lanes with 8.9 no 

of occurrences per km and then along minor roads with 6.3 number, while 15th cross which is 

https://www.walkable-malleswaram.in/post/walking-audit
https://www.walkable-malleswaram.in/post/walking-audit
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intermediate road and Major roads (Margosa, Sampige, MKK roads) have a smaller number of 

occurrences as shown in the Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41: Graph showing normalised frequency of occurrences of transformers, trash, encroachments and 

construction debris across all road types. 

 

   

Figure 42: Images of construction debris on Conservancy lanes 

 

Construction debris also form 40% of composition of issues out of the total issues occurring on 

conservancy lanes as shown in Figure 43. Issue of construction debris being temporary in nature can 

be resolved easily, thus making conservancy lanes more fitted for piloting in terms of ease of 

resolution of issue. This issue is common on Conservancy lanes due to upcoming construction sites 

and new houses being built which opens on the lanes. Figure 42 shows construction debris in middle 

of walking path on conservancy lanes. 
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Figure 43: Percentile distribution of construction debris, encroachments, trash and transformers across road 

types 

 

Encroachments  

Minor road has highest number of 8.9 occurrences per km of encroachments. Major roads and 

conservancy lanes show similar trends in number of occurrences (8 per km) as shown below in Figure 

41 

 

But encroachments form 45% of the total composition of issues occurring on Major roads. Vendor 

activity and instances of encroachments which is more permanent in nature are most commonly seen 

on major roads as shown in Figure 44. This could possibly be explained by high frequency pedestrian 

footfall along these routes, paired with persence of smaller retail outlets serving lower and middle 

income groups that is most conducive for vending businesses.  

Instances of footpath encroachments could generally be attributed to utility conflicts during the public 

works execution, like erratic placement of electric poles, step-down transformers, and traffic signal 

boxes on intermediate road that is 15th cross which has 65% of encroachments in the total 

composition of issues making it difficult to resolve for pilot route.  

 

“Uncomfortable to walk on Sampige road due to lack of room near flower market, 

and vendors. Construction work on Sampige road, Mkk road footpath has room for 

only one person to walk” walking audit participant. 
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Figure 44:Images showing encroachments on footpath on Major roads 

 

Encroachments on Conservancy lanes as shown in Figure 45 are mainly due to residents extending 

their private spaces on the lanes and haphazard parking as the land use is fairly residential. 

“Conservancy lanes become uncomfortable to walk due to haphazard parking on 

both sides and presence of construction debris at multiple places. BWSSB repair 

work are left unclosed.” Walking audit participant. 
 

   

Figure 45: Images showing encroachments on Conservancy lanes 

 

Garbage spots have the greatest number accumulation on Major roads and minor roads which show 

similar trends of (4.6 - 4.7 per km) occurrences as shown in the Figure 46. Since major roads are also 

the most commercial roads, garbage spots are outcome of that.  
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Figure 46: Images showing garbage spots  

 

To summarize, number of occurrences of physical barriers are highest on Conservancy lanes, but 

they are easily resolvable. Minor roads and Major roads show similar trends with encroachment being 

highest in number. Minor roads particularly show a greater number of transformers as 

encroachments. Encroachments are more permanent in nature making it difficult to resolve for 

implementing pilot route. Garbage spots can be easily cleaned regularly and can be further stopped 

by enforcing certain systems in place on major roads. 

 

b) Assessing condition of footpath across the road type 

Three broad categories of poor road condition across the proposed network were found to be: 

● Broken footpath: 112 (nos) 

● Missing/ Uneven stone slabs: 46 (nos) 

These occurrences have been mapped in the Figure 47 below: 
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Figure 47: Map of Malleswaram showing poor condition of footpath 

 

As evident from Figure 48, among the categories of poor road conditions, instances of broken 

footpaths are most common along the minor roads with a recurring frequency of 7.8 per km and 

conservancy lanes with frequency of 5.1 per km.  

The issues tabulated under broken footpath conditions can be attributed to poor maintenance and 

upkeep of infrastructure, uncoordinated repair works timeline of public agencies, erratic road digging 

by private service providers without any government oversight or licensing needs and undulated 

ground condition and roots of trees uplifting the surface material. 

Missing or uneven slabs has been found to be recurring frequency of 9.7, per kilometre on major 

roads and on intermediate road at a frequency of 6.3 per km.  

One of the reasons for missing and uneven footpath can be attributed to Malleswaram’s land use 

which is highly residential and some commercial along the major roads. Due to this nature, shops and 
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private properties open up on the roads without any provision of accessible ramps making 

discontinuous with many levels to climb up and down.   

This problem was also reported by participants during audit. Uneven footpaths make it extremely 

difficult for senior citizens and differently abled people to walk and hence should be addressed with 

provision of accessible ramps and maintaining standard kerb heights. 

“Many levels on 15th cross road makes it uncomfortable to walk.” 

“Encroachments, and poor road condition on 8th main and road from 18th cross 

towards Sankey tank is very uncomfortable.” 
 

 

Figure 48: Graph showing normalised frequency of occurrences poor condition of footpath across road types. 

 

                         

Figure 49: Images showing broken footpaths and missing slabs on footpaths in Malleswaram 

 

Percentile distribution of the issues show that broken walking path is the prominent issue on 

conservancy lanes. (See Figure 50). This could be attributed to underground sanitary line work 
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undertaken in the lanes due to which they have been dug up and not repaired thereafter. Missing or 

uneven slabs is main concern on major roads and intermediate road (80-90%). And broken footpath 

condition is highest on minor roads (40%).  

 
 

 

Figure 50: Percentile distribution of broken footpath and missing slabs across road types 

 

In summary, major and minor roads have the highest occurring issues related to poor condition of 

footpath. And Intermediate road and conservancy lane show similar trends.  

c) Assessing poor traffic management across junctions 

Three broad categories that attribute to poor traffic management at intersections across the 82 

junctions on proposed network found were: 

● Non signalised junctions 

● Lack of Pedestrian crossing infrastructure 

● Lack of Traffic calming elements 

 

They were mapped on the network. (See Figure 51) 
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Figure 51: Map of Malleswaram showing infrastructure across junctions 

 

Unsafe intersections are one of the pain points for pedestrians. Even though roads of Malleswaram 

carry high traffic there is absence of pedestrian infrastructure at the intersections. It can be seen that 

the elements of pedestrian crossing infrastructure required at junctions are not strategically present at 

all the junctions or do not prioritize pedestrian movement. The infrastructure is distributed unevenly. 

 

Following data was gathered from the audit: 

 

Number of Signalised Junctions: 7/82 (nos)  

Intersections on Sampige road, Margosa road and Mkk road which are commercial roads, have traffic 

signals. This can be explained as the roads carry high traffic volumes.  

 

Number of junctions with Pedestrian Signals: 4/82 (nos) 
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Number of junctions with Pedestrian crossings: 5/82 (nos) 

Pedestrian signals are present only 18th cross intersection with Margosa road and Sampige road and 

MKK road intersection with Margosa road but these junctions do not have pedestrian crossings, 

making it difficult to cross. While pedestrian crossings are found mainly on 6th main road which is used 

as ‘walkers street’. 

 

Junctions with speed bumps: 11/82 (nos) 

Traffic density on all major roads is high and requires traffic calming elements at junctions, to ensure 

pedestrian safety. But as the map shows, Traffic calming elements are present mainly on Margosa 

road, 

 

It can be concluded that a detail technical study is further needed to assess the existing condition of 

intersections in terms of traffic counts, movement and pedestrians and intersection design in order to 

strategically propose a network that prioritizes pedestrian activity. 

 

d) Assessing personal safety across road types  

Unlit areas found to be causing lack of personal safety are mapped across the network as shown in 

the Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Map of Malleswaram showing unlit stretches 

 

Percentile distribution of unlit areas is maximum along the major roads and Conservancy lanes as 

shown in the Figure 53. Participants reported frequent cases of unlit stretches which resulted in petty 

crime and drug abuse spots at night particularly in conservancy lanes. Dense tree cover blocking the 

street light is also one of the reasons for unlit stretches in Malleswaram as observed by participants. 

Street light redesign, installation of CCTV cameras, and activated street fronts would ensure personal 

safety as suggested by the participants. 
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Figure 53: Percentile distribution of unlit area across road types 

 

Several participants made comments on unlit areas causing unsafety which are recorded as below: 

“Conservancies become unsafe to walk as it is unlit and back of the houses open on 

it which make sit inactive.”  

 

“It is secluded with inadequate lighting which makes it unsafe. Where there is 
lighting - tree cover reduces spread of light.”  
 
“Unsafe due to unlit stretches on 7th cross also 6th main was not active in evening. 

Raised footpaths and GGHS pits dug on road and no barricades make it unsafe. On 

15x footpath RWH pits with slabs in rain gutter uncovered, again no barricades are 

dangerous”. 
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